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Study on Damping Characteristics of Hydropneumatic Suspension
Unit of Tracked Vehicle
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Hydropneumatic suspension unit is an important part of tracked vehicles to absorb external
impact load exerted from the non-paved road and the cannon discharge. Its absorption
performance is strongly influenced by both damping and spring forces of the unit. In this paper,
we numerically analyze the damping characteristics of the in-arm-type hydropneumatic
suspension unit (ISU) by considering four distinct dynamic modes of the ISU damper: jounce
loading, jounce-unloading, rebound-loading and rebound-unloading. The flow rate coefficients
determining the oil flow rate through the damper orifice are decided with the help of in
dependent experiments. The wheel reaction force, the flow rate at cracking and the damping
energy are parametrically investigated with respect to the orifice diameter and the wheel motion
frequency.

Key Words: ISU, Damping Characteristics, Damper Dynamic Mode, Damper Orifice, Flow
Rate Coefficients, Flow Rate at Cracking, Damping Energy

1. Introduction

Differing from general vehicles running on
well-paved road, heavy-weighted tracked vehicle
travels on non-paved rugged road with relatively
high speed. Furthermore, it is subjected to a very
big rebounding impact at the time of the cannon
discharge. As a result, oscillatory impact loads
exerted from such a non-paved road or/and the
cannon discharge may, but frequently, cause the
vehicle damage, the running performance degra
dation and the loss of maneuverability. Referring
to Figs. I and 2 representing the schematic views
of general armed tracked vehicle and the suspen
sion unit, each wheel is assembled into the tracked
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vehicle through the suspension unit in order to
absorb the external impact load.

Here, the absorption process of a hydropneu
matic suspension unit is accomplished by a com
bination of spring and damping forces (Tong
Myung Technical Reports 1996, 2000). In gener
al, the absorption performance is mostly charac
terized by the key component called the damper
composed of an orifice and disc springs installed
within the suspension unit. Thus, an appropriate
hydrodynamic modeling of the damper is essen
tial for the accurate prediction of the dynamic
damping performance (Tong Myung Technical
Reports 2002).

Hydropneumatic suspension unit is classified
into two types, ISU (in-arm-type hydropneu
matic suspension unit) and HSU (hydro-pneu
matic suspension unit) according to the layout of
the arm. In the former case arm and main housing
are unified into a body (refer to Fig. 2), but the
arm is positioned outside the main housing in
the latter case. Therefore, both show remarkable
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Fig. 1 Major components of armed tracked vehicle

differences in the kinematic motion as well as the
structural composition. Regarding the dynamic
characteristics and the design of HSU the reader
may refer to the Tong Myung technical report
(2002 in Korean).

The main purpose of this paper is to investi
gate the damping characteristics of ISU. The dy
namic motion of ISU is split into four; jounce
loading, jounce-unloading, rebound-loading and
rebound-unloading, so that four distinct dynamic
modes should be considered for the damper. Here,
jounce and rebound are distinguished whether
the wheel moves upward or downward from its
stationary position (SP), meanwhile loading and
unloading are judged by compression or release
of disc springs in the damper, which will be clear
in following sections. In order to accurately cal
culate the oil now rate through the damper ori
fice, we determine the flow coefficients using ex
perimental results. After constructing the mathe
matical damping models, we perform the para
metric experiments to examine the effects of the
orifice diameter and the wheel motion frequency
on the ISU damping performance.

2. Structure and Kinematics of ISU

2.1 Structure and operating mechanism of

ISU
Referring to Fig. 2(a), an ISU is attached to

the tracked vehicle via a mounting plate and a
vehicle wheel is assembled into ISU. But, the
assembly of ISU and wheel is permitted to rotate
about the fixed arm axis, so that the vehicle wheel
moves upward (jounce) or downward (rebound)

(a)

main piston main CYiilder

,
Pfessure

llCCUTlUi.t", piston

(b)

Fig. 2 ISU: (a) assembled configuration; (b) sche
matic view of its components

from the stationary position. Then, referring to
Fig. 2 (b), the main piston moves relatively in the
direction compressing oil contained in the main
cylinder when ISU is in the jounce mode, and vice
versa. The main cylinder and the PA (pressure
accumulator) cylinder are open-channeled along
the manifold such that oil can now from the right
side of the main piston up to the left side of the
PA (pressure accumulator) piston. Differing from
the damper fixed at the right end of the main
cylinder, the PA piston moves horizontally ac
cording to oil and gas pressures. Of course, the
left end of the PA cylinder is closed.

When ISU is in the jounce mode, the relative
rotation of ISU housing about the rotating center
makes the main piston compress oil. Then, oil is
forced to pass through the damper and compress
the PA piston until the force balance between gas
and oil is reached. On the other hand, in the
rebound mode ISU rotates down by the expan
sion of gas in the PA cylinder. In this manner,
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the external oscillatory impact can be absorbed.
Referring to Fig. 3, the damper is composed of
an orifice, opening holes, pre-compressed disc
springs, a disc-type gap, a nut and an insert.
Regardless of the oil pressure magnitude, the
main flow path (I) from the orifice to the damper
exit through inner holes of disc springs and gap is
opened.

On the other hand, oil can flow along the
secondary path (II) only when either disc springs
are compressed towards the gap hinged at the
spring outer edge or expanded from the gap
hinged about the spring inner edge. Initially, an
assembly of disc springs is forced to tightly con
tact with both the orifice core plate and the insert
surface. However, sufficiently high oil pressure
compresses the disc springs towards the gap in the
jounce mode and expands the outer edge of disc
springs from the gap, while opening the secon
dary oil path, so that oil flows along both path
(I) and path (II). Here, we define two nomencla
tures, cracking and choking. The former indicates
the time when disc springs start to compress or
expand, while the latter is called when disc
springs are completely compressed or expanded.
Furthermore, the damper is called in loading
status when disc springs move from cracking to
choking and in unloading status when those re
lease from choking to cracking.

rotating with the ISU arm with respect to the
fixed global coordinates X-Yo Here, both coordi
nate systems are originated at the rotating center.
At the stationary position, the arm and the fixed
crankshaft are aligned with preset angles a and
/3, respectively, with respect to the horizontal
line (i.e. the X -axis), For the arm in arbitrary
wheel location, we define two angles, 81 from the
stationary arm position and fh. from the fixed
crankshaft. Since both angles should satisfy the
relation: fA + fh.= a+ /3, we have e2= - el and
82=-81•

Figure 5 shows the geometric relationship be
tween ISU components at arbitrary wheel posi
tion, where Dm and Dp are the diameters of the
main and the PA pistons while d« and dp are
their displacements from the stationary position,
respectively. Meanwhile, the horizontal distance
d, of the main piston and the deviation angle
8a are important parameters to be calculated. To
derive these parameters, we use the following
geometric relation for the position vector rm :

(1)

where, r2=L 2(cos fh.i+sin fh.j) and r3=L2(cos
8ai +sin 8aj). Then, we can derive following
relations given by

d,= L2cos fh.+ [(L2 cos fh.) 2_ik] 112 (2)

with A=LHH2-H-2L2sin fh., and

2.2 Kinematics of ISU
The wheel locations at the stationary position

(SP), the full jounce (FJ) and the full rebound
(FR) are represented in Fig. 4. For the kinema
tics analysis, we use the local coordinates x-y

8a=tan-1[ H - L2sin fh. ]
d1 - L 2cos fh.

Using Eqs. (I) and (2), we can also derive the
main piston velocity Vm(=dl=-dm) given by
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Fig. 5 Angles and positron vectors at arbitrary
wheel position
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We note here that both piston velocities are posi
tive when both pistons are in the jounce mode.

Fig. 6 depicts forces acting on ISU, where the
oil pressure p is the sum of the oil pressure drop
Pd through the damper and the gas pressure in the
PA cylinder:

P=Pd+ p}[lgl (lg-dp ) ]1.4 (6)

In which, 19 indicates the PA cylinder length
filled with gas which is assumed to be an ideal
gas, at the stationary position. The derivation of
the oil pressure drop will be given in the next
section. When the oil pressure is known, forces
acting on the connecting rod and the wheel can be
derived. First, the connecting rod force Fe is
calculated through

F e= [Fp tan" fk+ (Fp + Ff) 2] lI2 (7)

with Fp= ;rR'f"Pand Ff=sgn (Vm) J.l1 Fp tan fk I.
Then, the moment equilibrium about the rotating
center gives us the normal force F w acting on the
wheel given by

Fw=FcLz sine fJz- fk) ILl cos (8l-a) (8)

Fig. 6 Forces acting on the main piston and the
wheel

wmax
[ W;FJ - W;FR ]

! ;r( We!~ weR ) , r!>=sin-
1 wt!+wtR (10)

And, the arm angle Or is related to the wheel
vertical displacement WD :

2.3 Spring force
Referring to Fig. 7(a), the spring force F.

acting on a single disc spring is calculated ac
cording to (Wahl, 1963)

where E is the Young's modulus and lJ is the
Poisson's ratio of disc spring. On the other hand,
Ks=[(I;-I)/I;]ZI;r[(I;+I)/(I;-l) -21m 1;]
in terms of the ratio I; defined by I;= dold;
Meanwhile, disc springs in the damper shown in
Fig. 3 are connected such that each three springs
are in parallel connection and two sets composed
of three springs are in serial connection. Then,
the total spring force Feomb and the displacement
Scomb are calculated using

The frequency and the phase angle in the wheel
vertical motion are derived respectively by

Referring to Fig. 4, we assume in the current
study the time history of the wheel vertical dis
placement that brings the ISU mechanism in
motion:

WD

urn+ urFR urn urFR
rYD 2 vrD sin(2;r!t-r!» + rYD ; rrD (9)

(13)

where np and ns are spring numbers in parallel
and the serial connection number, respectively.
And, J.lcomb= 1± (1- np) J.l is the total friction
coefficient between springs when J.l is denoted
by the friction coefficient between any two disc
springs in parallel connection (+: loading,
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(a)

through the damper in three spring motions,
before cracking, from cracking to choking, and
after choking. We denote the parameters used for
the flow and pressure drop analysis in Fig. 8,
where 1JJ. and Qo are the oil pressure and the oil
flow rate in the main cylinder. Here, Qo is cal
culated from the main piston velocity Vm such that
(+ : jounce, - : rebound)

Assuming incompressible oil flow, pressure drops
(Gerhart et al. 1992) through individual damper
parts are

F.....

J:kj
c;Jj

(Jounce)

Qo=±7Cd~ IVm 1/4 (16)

(b)

Fig. 7 Disc spring: (a) edge force; (b) equivalent
force and its acting position

LlpI2=1JJ. -P2=p( QI/ CIAI) 2/2

Ll/J32.=/>3-P2=p(~/ C~2) 2/2

LlP43= P4- />3=P (Qa/ CaAa)2/2

( 17a)

(17b)

(l7c)

unloading) .
Referring to Fig. 7 (a), the equivalent con

centration force Feq of total oil pressure acting
on disc springs is Feq=7CPd(d~ -d'f) /4 and its
acting position reqis (d~-d'f)/3(d~-d'f). Then,
the total spring force Fcomb can be determined
using the moment equilibrium such that

where C, are the flow rate coefficients to be deter
mined, and Ai are areas of individual flow holes.
Here, A 3 is variable depending on the actual
spring displacement Sdm. Then, the pressure drop
through the damper Pd becomes

where a is (do-2req) in the jounce mode and
(2req- d i) in the rebound mode. As can be in
ferable from Eqs. (13) and (14), the ISU damper
exhibits four distinct damping characteristics
according to four damper modes: jounce-loa
ding, jounce-unloading, rebound-loading and
rebound-unloading. Meanwhile, the cracking
point of the damper varies with the spring pre
load Fpre acting exerted by nut in the damper, so
that the damping characteristic can be controlled
by adjusting the spring pre-displacement Spre. In
this case, the actual spring displacement Sdm
becomes

(18)

(20)

Meanwhile, the continuity condition requires:
QO=QI+Q4=QI+Qa=Q2, but Q3(=Q4) and Q4
vanish when cracking does not occur, so that the
pressure drop before cracking becomes

And, the flow rate Qgra in the main cylinder can
be derived using Eq. (19) such that

On the other hand, disc springs start to crack
when Fcomb reaches the spring pre-load Fpre, then
the pressure drop at the cracking point is cal
culated using Eq. (14) :

(14)

( 15)

3. Oil Flow Rate and Pressure
Drop Through Damper

In this section, we derive the pressure drop

Qgra=jp~ra/~[(_1_)2+(_I_)2J (21)
2 CAl CA2

Oil flow rate gradually increases after cracking
and disc springs reach the choking point when
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Table 1 Damper parameters for numerical experi
ments

Fig. 8 Parameters for the flow and pressure analysis

Parameters

Spring thickness t and h
Spring diameters do, d,
Pre-displacement SPre

Friction coefficient jJ.

Connection number np, n.
Spring Young's modulus E

Spring Poisson's ratio II

Diameters d2• d;
Flow rate coefficients C2, C.

Oil density p

Values

2.35mm/1.8 mm
63.0mm/31.0 mm

2.35mm
0.0012

3/2
204GPa

0.3
28.0mm/17.0mm

1.0/1.0
947.0kg/m3

(23)

Sdm becomes h (refer to Fig. 7 (a) ). After crac
king, it is convenient for calculating QI and
Qato introduce the ratio TJ between QI and Qs(=
Q4) which is derived using the relation Ll/JJ.a=

LlPI4+LlP43 :

I QI [( 1 )2 ( 1 )2J1/27i= Qs =CIAI C~ + C~ (22)

Since As varies with the actual spring displace
ment, the ratio TJ is also in function of Sdm. So,
we approximate TJ as a quadratic function of Sdm

using three TJ values at Sdm=O, h/2 and h.
Next, we derive the pressure drops at choking

and after choking. From Eq. (14), the pressure
drop from the opening holes to disc springs
becomes

4--,..---...,..,..-- Fg3i!.b
sa (do +di)

Using the relation (13), together with QI= Qo

Qa and Q2=QO, we have the pressure drop
through the damper at choking:

PCdhO= 2- [( Qgho_QfhO )2+( QghO )2J
2 CIAI CzA2 (24)

In the same manner, the pressure drop Pd after
choking is also calculated using Eq. (15) by
substituting the flow rates at choking with Qo and
Qs. We remind here that Qo and Qs are calculated
using Eqs. (16) and (22), respectively.

4. Numerical Results

According to the theoretical derivation des
cribed so far we coded a test Fortran program
which is composed of three parts for analyzing

the ISU kinematics, calculating disc-spring forces
and computing oil flow rates and pressure drops.
The wheel vertical motion operating ISU is
given according to Eqs. (9) and (10), where weI
and weRare set respectively by 362.7 mm and
120.2 mm. The wheel motion frequency t, as well
as the orifice diameter dl and two flow rate
coefficients CI and Ca, is chosen variable; 0.5,
0.7 and 1.0 Hz for the parametric damping an
alysis. Other simulation parameters are recorded
in Table 1.

4.1 Flow rate coefficients
There are four flow rate coefficients to be

determined in order for the flow and dynamic
damping analyses; two for the main flow path
and the other two for the secondary flow path.
Referring to Eq. (16), the pressure drop is in
reverse proportional to the product (CA) 2 so
that the damping characteristic is less insensitive
to the flow path of larger section area. Mean
while, both four coefficients are not independent
variables, but dependent such that CI and C2
are in the main path while Ca and C4 are in the
secondary path, respectively. By virtue of these
features, we let C1 and Ca are unknown to be
determined using experimental results while set
ting C2 and C4 by unity.

Since the secondary path activates after crac
king, Cl and Ca can be separately determined
such that CI before cracking and Ca after crac
king. Fig. 9 (a) shows the comparison of the pres
sure drop with the experimental results conducted
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by Tong Myung. Even though C3 is tentatively

set by 0.5 it does not affect the pressure drop

before cracking. From the detailed comparison

before cracking in Fig. 9 (b), we found that C1

of 0.63 is appropriate for the current ISU. With

C determined we compare the pressure drop

after cracking with the experimental results, while

varying the flow rate coefficient C3• As repre

sented in Fig. 9(b), the choice of C3=0.35 shows

a quite consistent curve with the experimental

one. It is worth to note that the value 0.06 and

0.35 are not unique solutions but rather those

vary with the preset values of C2 and C4•

We compute the pressure drop PD through the

damper with the flow rate coefficients determined
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the orifice diameter becomes larger, as represented
in Fig. 13(a), so that the wheel vertical velocity

should increase for producing the same pressure

drop through the damper. In other words, for a

given external impact the reacting wheel vertical

velocity increases in proportional to the orifice

diameter. As a result, one can control the reacting

wheel vertical velocity by adjusting the orifice

diameter.
Fig. 13(b) represents the parametric variation

of the damping energy ED absorbed by the

damper, during a period of wheel vertical motion,

where ED is defined by the inside area of the

hysterisis curve of Fw such that

and present its variation in Fig. II to the oil

flow rate Qo in the main cylinder. Where the right

hand side centering about Qo is for the jounce

mode while the left hand side is for the rebound

mode. We first observe the difference in the curve

between loading and unloading in the flow rate

region starting from cracking to choking, owing

to the difference in the hinge point of disc springs.

Second, we clearly see the four distinct features

of dynamic damping of ISU for four different

damper modes, jounce-loading, jounce-unloa
ding, rebound-loading and rebound-unloading.

4.2 Damping characteristics
We next perform the parametric analysis for

investigating the ISU damping performance to the

wheel motion frequency and the orifice diameter.

Here, the wheel motion frequency is in propor

tional relation with the tracked vehicle velocity
through rugged road.

Figure 12(a) represents orbits of the wheel

reaction force F w, during a period of wheel verti

cal motion, for three different frequencies f =0.5,
0.7 and 1.0 Hz, when the orifice diameter d, is set

by 4.0 mm. The reaction force F w is calculated

using Eq. (6) and the undamped spring force is

due only to the gas pressure in the PA cylinder.

We see the significant effect of the wheel motion

frequency on the ISU damping in both full jounce

(F J) and full rebound (FR) regions such that the

damping force increases in proportional to the

frequency. Here, the damping force increases as

the area inside the closed curve becomes larger.

This is because of the difference in cracking oc

currence and removal points according to the

difference in oil flow rate magnitude caused by

wheel motion frequency. Four vertex points in

each closed curve in Fig. 12(a) indicate the

cracking occurrence or cracking removal points.

Figure 12(b) shows the dependence of the

wheel reaction force on the orifice diameter for a

fixed wheel motion frequency (i.e. velocity). We

first observe that the damping force decreases in

proportional to the orifice diameter. Furthermore,

there does not occur cracking either in jounce or

rebound mode when the orifice diameter reaches

5 mm. The flow rate causing cracking increases as
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5. Conclusion

Acknowledgment

The dynamic modeling and numerical investi
gation for the ISU damping characteristics has
been addressed. By classifying the damper dy
namic mode into four distinct ones, the oil flow
rate and the pressure drop were derived for
individual modes. The flow rate coefficients of
the damper were determined with the help of
independent experiments. From the parametric
numerical results, we found that the damping
performance and the gas spring force are strongly
influenced by the wheel motion frequency and
the orifice diameter, while both are in reciprocal
relation to two parameters. The larger damping
force is produced for either higher frequency or
smaller orifice diameter. On the contrary, the gas
spring force becomes larger for either lower fre
quency or wider orifice diameter. Incidentally we
found that the damper performance with the
suitable wheel vertical displacement can be achi
eved by adjusting both the orifice diameter and
the pre-displacement of disc springs.

significantly large. Thus, the cracking pressure
should be simultaneously controlled by adjusting
the pre-displacement Spre of disc springs when the
orifice diameter is changed, in order to prevent
these critical defects.
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Together with the orifice diameter increase the
damping energy monotonically decreases, and the
decrease rate becomes considerable as the wheel
motion frequency goes lower. From this parame
tric feature, we can infer the followings. When the
orifice diameter is too small, the damper strongly
resists to the small external impact before the
spring force by gas in the PA cylinder is not fully
developed. On the contrary, when the orifice di
ameter is too large the external impact directly
transfers to the PA piston owing to the insuffi
cient impact absorption by the damper, and
which makes the wheel vertical displacement be
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